Stella Crispo Says 'Enough is Enough!'

Internationally-recognized for her voice and songs, American singer, pianist and songwriter Stella Crispo announces her new single ‘Face to Face’ to be released.

NEW YORK (PRWEB) February 01, 2019 -- ‘Face to Face’ is an Adult Contemporary/Country Crossover ballad inspired by the relevant and overwhelming use of cell phones worldwide and how it causes us to avoid true in-person contact. Stella uses this conflict to write about how the phone becomes a barrier and a crutch in relationships basing it on her own broken situation. ‘Face to Face’ describes both the fact that breaking up via texting and messaging is ‘the wrong way to say goodbye,’ and the hope that being face to face will in turn heal the relationship.

With her team of musicians and a top recording studio in Montclair, New Jersey, Stella is in the process of wrapping up this timely song with the music video being recorded simultaneously. The anticipated release date will be in early Spring 2019.

Why Spring? Because Spring brings a new beginning, new life and even hope for possible reconciliations.

For more information and bio, visit http://www.stellacrispomusic.com or contact 973.615.7281.

You can also follow Stella on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.